
What is a hypothesis?
One way to build arguments



Hypothesis Etymology
Ancient Greek

● HYPO means to suppose, to guess, to look at
● THESIS means idea or explanation

So it is ...

● a suggested description of connections
● an idea to be tested and so we can prove true or 

false



Historical Example
Galileo was warned:

“Do not treat the motion of the Earth as a 
reality, but merely as a hypothesis.”

What does that quote mean?



Hypothesis Characteristics
● Hypothesis talks about things that 

change - called variables.
● Variables can be measured or counted.
● We can test the idea in an experiment or 

with logic.
● Can be right or wrong based on facts.
● Does not tell us the truth.

In this example, what are the two variables? 
How can we count them?



Sentence Patterns
1. the more this, the more that
2. the more this, the less that
3. the less this, the more that
4. the less this, the less that

Make this hypothesis easier to understand by 
saying the main idea with one of these 
sentence patterns.



Examples
● The more coffee people drink, the faster they 

can type.
● The more sugar students eat, the lower the test 

scores.
● The less students sleep at night, the less they 

understand in class.

In each hypothesis:

● What are the variables?
● How can we count them?



Practice
The more children play digital games, the more study problems they 
have at school.

● What are the two variables?
● How can they be measured?
● How can we explain the connection?
● That’s the purpose of an argument.



Quick Practice (1)
Make a hypothesis about: 

● class attendance and test scores

Then make an argument.



Quick Practice (1)
Hypothesis:

● The more students attend class, the higher the test scores.

Argument:

● Students who want high test scores should come to every class because 
they can get more information by asking the teachers questions and extra 
information that might be on the test. 



Quick Practice (2)
Here’s a hypothesis about elementary school 
students in Korea:

● the bigger the shoe size, the better the 
English speaking ability

What are the variables?
How can you measure them? 
What argument could you make to prove the 
connection?


